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ON THE NUMBER OF DISTINCT QUADRATIC FIELDS
GENERATED BY THE SHANKS SEQUENCE
WILLIAM D. BANKS AND IGOR E. SHPARLINSKI
Abstract. Let g ą 1 be an integer and fpXq P ZrXs a polynomial of positive
degree with no multiple roots, and put upnq “ fpgnq. In this note, we study
the sequence of quadratic fields Q
´a
upnq
¯
as n varies over the consecutive
integers M ` 1, . . . ,M ` N . Fields of this type include Shanks fields and
their generalizations. Using the square sieve together with new bounds on
character sums, we improve an upper bound of Luca and Shparlinski (2009)
on the number of n P tM ` 1, . . . ,M ` Nu with Q
´a
upnq
¯
“ Q p?s q for a
given squarefree integer s.
1. Introduction
Let fpXq P ZrXs be a polynomial of degree d ě 1 that has a positive leading
coefficient and no multiple roots in its splitting field. Let g ą 1 be a fixed
integer, and put
upnq “ fpgnq pn ě 1q. (1.1)
Note that upnq ą 0 for all but finitelymanyn. In this paper, we study those qua-
dratic fields Q
´a
upnq
¯
that arise as n varies over a sequence of consecutive
integers.
Motivated by work of Shanks [17], which corresponds to the particular case
in which upnq “ p2n ` 3q2 ´ 8 and certain generalizations (see [15, 16, 18]),
Luca and Shparlinski [12] have studied the distribution of the quadratic fields
Q
´a
upnq
¯
in the general setting of (1.1). Todescribe the results, letQupM,N ; sq
be the number of integers n P rM `1,M `Ns for whichQ
´a
upnq
¯
“ Qp?s q,
where M,N, s P Z with N ě 1 and s squarefree. Using the square sieve of
Heath-Brown [7] along with some knowledge about prime divisors of shifted
primes, in [12, Theorem 1.3] a nontrivial upper bound onQupM,N ; sq is given.
More precisely, let τℓ denote the multiplicative order of gmodulo a prime ℓ,
that is, the smallest positive integer τ for which gτ ” 1 mod ℓ. Let α0 be a fixed
real number for which one has a lower bound of the form
|tℓ ď z : ℓ is prime and τℓ ě ℓα0u| " z
log z
(1.2)
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for all sufficiently large z, where the implied constant depends only on α0 (see
§2.1 for the definitions of",! and other related symbols). We also let α a fixed
real number for which one has a lower bound of the formˇˇ 
ℓ ď z : ℓ is prime and P`pℓ´ 1q ě ℓα(ˇˇ " z
log z
(1.3)
for all sufficiently large z, where P`pkq denotes the largest prime divisor of an
integer k ě 2, and the implied constant depends only on α Using a result of
Baker and Harman [1] one can take
α0 ě α “ 0.677, (1.4)
and under the Extended Riemann Hypothesis (ERH) one can take any real
number α0 ă 1; see [4, 14]. It is straightforward to show that if α ą 1{2 is
admissible for (1.3) then α0 “ α is also admissible for (1.2); in fact, this is the
only known approach for getting large values of α0 unconditionally. However,
under the ERH every value α0 ă 1 is admissible for (1.2) in a very strong sense
(see Lemma 2.4 below), but the values of α are not improved under the ERH.
In the above notation, under natural conditions as in our Theorem 1.1 below,
in [12, Theorem 1.3] it is shown that the bound
QupM,N ; sq ! Nβ0plogNqγ0 (1.5)
holds uniformly for all choices ofM,N, s as above, where
β0 “ 3
2p1` α0q and γ0 “
4` α0
1` α0 .
(in [12] the results are formulated in terms of α, however the argument only
depends on the parameter α0). Thus, using (1.4) we see that [12, Theorem 1.3]
yields (1.5) unconditionally with
β0 “ 0.89445 ¨ ¨ ¨ (1.6)
and conditionally (under ERH) with
β0 “ 0.75` ε (1.7)
for any fixed ε ą 0.
Theorem 1.1. Let g ą 1 be an integer, and let fpXq P ZrXs be a polynomial of degree
deg f ě 3with a positive leading coefficient and no multiple roots in its splitting field.
Put upnq “ fpgnq. If α satisfies (1.3) then uniformly forM,N, s P Z withN ě 1 and
s squarefree, the upper bound
QupM,N ; sq ! NβplogNqγ
holds with
β “ p2αq´1 and γ “ 2´ α´1,
where the implied constant depends only on f , g and α.
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Consequently, in place of (1.6) we get the value
β “ 0.73855 ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
which is unconditionally sharper than (1.7). Note that Theorem 1.1 immedi-
ately implies the lower bound cN1´βplogNq´γ (with a constant c ą 0 that de-
pends on α) for the number of distinct quadratic fields Q
´a
upnq
¯
that arise
as n varies over the interval rM ` 1,M `Ns.
Our next result improves the bound of Theorem 1.1 on average over s. Let
QupM,N ;Sq “
ÿ
sďS
s sqfree
QupM,N ; sq. (1.8)
The uniformity with respect to s in the bound of Theorem 1.1 implies that
QupM,N ;Sq ! SN1{p2αq`op1q pN Ñ8q.
This can be strengthened as follows.
Theorem 1.2. In the notation of Theorem 1.1 and of (1.8), we have
QupM,N ;Sq ď
`
SN1{p1`αq ` S1´1{p4αqN1{p2αq˘Nop1q
as N Ñ 8, where the function of N implied by op1q depends only on f , g and α.
Furthermore, using a slightly different approach we show that
Theorem 1.3. In the notation of Theorem 1.1 and of (1.8), we have
QupM,N ;Sq ď
`
S3{p3`αqN p3´αq{p3`αq ` S1{2N p3´αq{p1`3αq˘Nop1q (1.9)
as N Ñ 8, where the function of N implied by op1q depends only on f , g and α.
One verifies that the second term in the bound of Theorem 1.2 dominates
the first one for small values of S and the switching point at S “ N2p1´αq{p1`αq is
above the value of S “ N2p1´αq{p1`3αq , where the bound of Theorem 1.3 become
stronger. Thus, straightforward calculations show that Theorems 1.2 and 1.3
can be combined into the following statement:
Corollary 1.4. In the notation of Theorem 1.1 and of (1.8), we have
QupM,N ;Sq
ď
$’’&
’%
S1´1{p4αqN1{p2αq`op1q if S ď N2p1´αq{p1`3αq,
S1{2N p3´αq{p1`3αq`op1q if N2p1´αq{p1`3αq ă S ď N4p1´αq{p1`3αq,
S3{p3`αqN p3´αq{p3`αq`op1q if N4p1´αq{p1`3αq ă S ď N2α{3,
as N Ñ 8, where the functions of N implied by op1q depend only on f , g and α.
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Wenote that the end point in the third range of Corollary 1.4 is unnecessary;
it is given to indicate the largest value of S for which we have an improvement
over the trivial bound QupM,N ;Sq ď N .
The proofs of Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 involve sums with Jacobi symbols over
integers s P r1, Ss. We use a result of Heath-Brown [8, Corollary 3] to esti-
mate such sums “on-average,” but on several occasions we need “individual”
estimates, and in those instances we use only the trivial bound S to estimate
the sums. This does not involve any substantial sacrifice, however, since in the
most interesting ranges these sums are shorter than the range covered by the
Polya-Vinogradov and Burgess bounds (see [9, Theorems 12.5 and 12.6]). On
the other hand, under the ERH, not only can we use any α ă 1 in (1.3), but we
can also exploit a square root cancellation in character sums (see Lemma 3.6
below), which leads to a much better estimate.
Theorem 1.5. Under the ERH, in the notation of Theorem 1.1 and of (1.8), we have
QupM,N ;Sq ď S1{2N1{p1`αq`op1q
as N Ñ 8, where the function of N implied by op1q depends only on f , g and α.
Examining the proof of Theorem 1.5 we see that it also yields the bound
QupM,N ; sq ! N1{p1`αq`op1q,
which with α as in (1.4) becomes
QupM,N ; sq ď N1000{1677`op1q;
this improves (1.7) and the unconditional bound of Theorem 1.1 (note that
1000{1677 “ 0.596302 ¨ ¨ ¨ ).
We remark that Cutter, Granville and Tucker [3, Theorems 1A and 1B] have
obtained an asymptotic formula for the number of distinct fields of the form
Q
´a
fpnq
¯
with n “ 1, . . . , N , where fpXq P ZrXs is a given polynomial of de-
gree at most two. For polynomials fpXq of degree three or more, a conditional
asymptotic formula based on the ABC-conjecture is given in [3, Theorem 1C];
see also [11].
2. Preliminaries
2.1. General notation. For an odd integer m, we use p k
m
q to denote the Jacobi
symbol of k modulom.
We also use ϕpkq to denote the Euler function of an integer k ě 1.
As usual, we write eptq “ expp2πitq for all t P R.
For a fixed nonzero integer λ and any integerm that is coprime to λ, we use
τmpλq to denote the multiplicative order of λ modulo m, that is, the smallest
positive integer τ for which gτ ” 1 mod p.
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Throughout the paper, we use the symbols O, o, !, " and — along with
their standard meanings; any constants or functions implied by these symbols
may depend on the fixed polynomial fpXq P ZrXs or the parameter α but are
independent of other variables except where indicated.
2.2. Auxiliary results. In §4we use the following technical lemma; for a proof,
see Graham and Kolesnik [5, Lemma 2.4].
Lemma 2.1. Let
Bpzq “
Jÿ
j“1
Ajz
Bj `
Kÿ
k“1
Ckz
´Dk ,
where Aj, Bj , Ck, Dk ą 0. For any z2 ě z1 ą 0 there exists z P rz1, z2s such that
Bpzq !
Jÿ
j“1
Kÿ
k“1
Tjk `
Jÿ
j“1
Ajz
Bj
1
`
Kÿ
k“1
Ckz
´Dk
2
,
where
Tjk “
´
ADkj C
Bj
k
¯1{pBj`Dkq p1 ď j ď J, 1 ď k ď Kq.
As usual, we use πpt;m, aq to denote the number of primes p ď t for which
p ” a mod m. We apply the Brun-Titchmarsh theorem in the following relaxed
form (see [9, Theorem 6.6] for a much more precise statement).
Lemma 2.2. Fix η ą 0. For any real number t ě 2 and integerm ď t1´η, we have
πpt;m, aq ! t
ϕpmq log t ,
where the implied constant depends only on η.
We also need the following estimate.
Lemma 2.3. For any real number t ě 2, we haveÿ
nďt
n
ϕpnq2 ! log t.
Proof. If f is any multiplicative function satisfying
0 ď fppkq “ 1` c
p
`Opp´2q pp prime, k ě 1q, (2.1)
where the constant c and that implied by the O-symbol depend only on f ,
then as a special case of the well known theorem of Wirsing [19] one sees thatř
nďt fpnq ! t. Applying this result with the function fpnq “ n2{ϕpnq2 (which
verifies (2.1) with c “ 2), we deduce the boundÿ
nďt
n2
ϕpnq2 ! t.
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The stated result follows from this by partial summation. 
One can easily obtain an asymptotic formula for the sum in Lemma 2.3, but
the upper bound is quite sufficient for our purposes here.
2.3. Multiplicative orders. We recall the following result of Erdo˝s andMurty
[4, Theorem 4] in a slightly weakened form.
Lemma 2.4. Under the ERH, for any fixed integer g ą 1 the inequality τℓpgq ą ℓ{ log ℓ
holds for all primes ℓ ď z with at most opz{ log zq exceptions as z Ñ8.
From this we immediately derive the next statement.
Corollary 2.5. Under the ERH, for any fixed integer g ą 1 and any fixed α ą 1{2
which is admissible for (1.3) we haveˇˇ 
ℓ ď z : ℓ is prime τℓpgq ą ℓ{ log ℓ and P`pℓ´ 1q ě ℓα
(ˇˇ " z
log z
pz Ñ8q.
3. Character sums
3.1. Bounds on character sums with exponential functions. In this section
only, we write τm for τmpλq to simplify the notation.
For the proof of Theorem 1.1, we need some bounds for character sums.
We use the following variant of the result of Korobov [10, Theorem 3]. We
present it here in a simplified formwhich is suited to our applications and can
be extended in several directions.
Lemma 3.1. Let fpXq P ZrXs, and let λ P Z, λ ‰ 0. Let ℓ, p be distinct primes with
gcdpℓp, λq “ gcdpτℓ, τpq “ 1.
For any integer a we define integers aℓ and ap by the conditions
aℓτp ` apτℓ ” a mod τℓp, 0 ď aℓ ă τℓ, 0 ď ap ă τp.
Then,
τℓpÿ
n“1
ˆ
fpλnq
ℓp
˙
epan{τℓpq “
τℓÿ
x“1
ˆ
fpλxq
ℓ
˙
epaℓx{τℓq
τpÿ
y“1
ˆ
fpλyq
p
˙
epapy{τpq.
Proof. We follow closely the proof of [10, Theorem 3]. Using the coprimality
condition gcdpτℓ, τpq “ 1 we see that the integers
xτp ` yτℓ, 0 ď x ă τℓ, 0 ď y ă τp,
run through the complete residue system modulo τℓp “ τℓτp. Moreover,
λxτp`yτℓ ” λxτp mod ℓ, λxτp`yτℓ ” λyτℓ mod p,
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and
epapxτp ` yτℓq{τℓpq “ epax{τℓq epay{τpq,
Hence, using the multiplicativity of the Jacobi symbol, we have
τℓpÿ
n“1
ˆ
fpλnq
ℓp
˙
epan{τℓpq
“
τℓÿ
x“1
τpÿ
y“1
ˆ
fpλxτp`yτℓq
ℓ
˙ˆ
fpλxτp`yτℓq
p
˙
epapxτp ` yτℓq{τℓpq
“
τℓÿ
x“1
ˆ
fpλxτpq
ℓ
˙
epax{τℓq
τpÿ
y“1
ˆ
fpλyτℓq
p
˙
epay{τpq.
Replacing xwith xτ´1p mod τℓ and y with yτ
´1
ℓ mod τp, and taking into account
that aτ´1p ” aℓ mod τℓ and aτ´1ℓ ” ap mod τp, the result follows. 
The next statement follows immediately from theWeil bound on sumswith
multiplicative characters; see, for example, [9, Theorem 11.23].
Lemma 3.2. Let fpXq P ZrXs be monic of degree d ě 1 with no multiple roots in
its splitting field, and let λ P Z, λ ‰ 0. For any prime p coprime to λfp0q and any
integer a, we have
τpÿ
x“1
ˆ
fpλxq
p
˙
epax{τpq ! p1{2.
Proof. Denoting s “ pp´ 1q{τp, we can write λ “ ϑs with some primitive root ϑ
modulo p. Then,
τpÿ
x“1
ˆ
fpλxq
p
˙
epax{τpq “ 1
τp
p´1ÿ
x“1
ˆ
fpϑsxq
p
˙
epasx{pp ´ 1qq
“ 1
s
p´1ÿ
w“1
ˆ
fpwsq
p
˙
χpwq,
(3.1)
where χ is the multiplicative character modulo p defined by
χpwq “ epasx{pp ´ 1qq pw P Z, p ∤ wq,
where x is any integer for which w ” ϑx mod p.
Let gpXq “ f 1pXq be the derivative of f . Since fpXq has no multiple roots,
fp0q ı 0 mod p, and
d
dX
fpXsq “ sXs´1gpXsq,
we see that fpXsq has no multiple roots (and zero is not a root of fpXsq). Thus,
the Weil bound in the form given by [9, Theorem 11.23] shows that
p´1ÿ
w“1
ˆ
fpwsq
p
˙
χpwq ! p1{2.
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Using (3.1) the result now follows. 
Combining Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, we obtain the following statement.
Lemma 3.3. Let fpXq P ZrXs be monic of degree d ě 1 with no multiple roots in its
splitting field, and let λ P Z, λ ‰ 0. Let ℓ, p be distinct primes with
gcdpℓp, λfp0qq “ gcdpτℓ, τpq “ 1.
Then,
τℓpÿ
n“1
ˆ
fpλnq
ℓp
˙
epan{τℓpq ! pℓpq1{2.
Using Lemma 3.3 we derive the following statement, which is our principal
technical tool; this result improves upon [12, Lemma 4.1] but requires that the
additional coprimality condition gcdpτℓ, τpq “ 1 is met; see also [2,20] for some
similar bounds with linear polynomials.
Lemma 3.4. Let fpXq P ZrXs be monic of degree d ě 1 with no multiple roots in its
splitting field, and let λ P Z, λ ‰ 0. Let ℓ, p be distinct primes with
gcdpℓp, λfp0qq “ gcdpτℓ, τpq “ 1.
Then, for any integer A with gcdpA, ℓpq “ 1 and K ě 1, we have
Kÿ
n“1
ˆ
fpAλkq
ℓp
˙
! Kpℓpq
1{2
τℓp
` pℓpq1{2 logpℓpq.
The proof of Lemma 3.4 (which we omit) uses Lemma 3.3 in conjunction
with the standard technique of deriving bounds on incomplete sums from
bounds on complete sums; see, for example, [9, §12.2].
3.2. Sums with real characters. We need the following bound for character
sums “on average” over squarefree moduli, which is due to Heath-Brown;
see [8, Corollary 3].
Lemma 3.5. For positive integers R, S and a function ψ : Rą0 Ñ C we have
ÿ
mďR
m odd sqfree
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇÿ
sďS
ψpsq
´ s
m
¯ˇˇˇˇˇ2 ď SpR ` SqpRSqop1q max
1ďsďS
|ψpsq|2
as maxtR, Su Ñ 8, where the function of R, S implied by op1q depends only on ψ.
3.3. Character sums under the ERH. Under the ERH we have the following
well-known estimate (see [13, §1]; it can also be derived from [6, Theorem 2]).
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Lemma 3.6. For integers q ą k ě 1 and a primitive character χ modulo q, the boundˇˇˇ
ˇˇÿ
nďk
χpnq
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ď k1{2qop1q
holds, where the function implied by op1q depends only on k.
4. The proofs
4.1. Proof of Theorem 1.1. Initially, we follow the proof of [12, Theorem 1.3].
For every α satisfying (1.3), there are constants c ą 0 and C ą 1 depending
only on αwith the following property. For every sufficiently large real number
z ą 1, there is a set Lz containing at least cz{ log z primes ℓ P rz, Czs for which
τℓpgq ě P`pℓ´ 1q ě zα pℓ P Lzq;
see [12, Lemma 5.1]. Let α, c, C be fixed in what follows; we can assume that
α ą 1
2
, as even the value (1.4) is admissible. We also assume that z is large
enough so that the aforementioned property holds.
Let ωzpkq be the number of distinct prime factors ℓ of k that lie in Lz. Note
that if k ě 1 is a perfect square, then we always haveÿ
ℓPLz
ˆ
k
ℓ
˙
“ |Lz| ´ ωzpkq.
Let Nz be the set of integers n P rM ` 1,M ` Ns such that ωzpupnqq ď 12 |Lz|,
and let Ez be the set of remaining integers n P rM ` 1,M `Ns. The following
bound is [12, Equation (6.1)]:
|Ez| ! Nz´α ` log z. (4.1)
For a fixed squarefree s ě 1, let Ns,z denote the set of n P Nz for which
Q
´a
upnq
¯
“ Qp?s q. For such n, it is clear that supnq is a perfect square,
hence s | upnq, and ωzpsupnqq “ ωzpupnqq ď 12 |Lz|. Thus, for every n P Ns,z we
have ÿ
ℓPLz
ˆ
supnq
ℓ
˙
“ |Lz| ´ ωzpsupnqq ě 12 |Lz|.
This implies that
|Ns,z| ď 2|Lz|
ÿ
nPNs,z
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ÿ
ℓPLz
ˆ
supnq
ℓ
˙ˇˇˇˇˇ2 . (4.2)
Using (4.1) and extending the summation in (4.2) to all n P rM ` 1,M `Nswe
deduce that
QupM,N ; sq ! Nz´α ` log z ` plog zq
2
z2
M`Nÿ
n“M`1
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ÿ
ℓPLz
ˆ
supnq
ℓ
˙ˇˇˇˇˇ2 . (4.3)
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Squaring out the right side and estimating the contribution from diagonal
terms ℓ “ p trivially as N , we have
M`Nÿ
n“M`1
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ÿ
ℓPLz
ˆ
supnq
ℓ
˙ˇˇˇˇˇ2 “ ÿ
ℓ,pPLz
M`Nÿ
n“M`1
ˆ
supnq
ℓp
˙
! N |Lz| `W,
where
W “
ÿ
ℓ,pPLz
ℓ‰p
M`Nÿ
n“M`1
ˆ
supnq
ℓp
˙
.
Since α ă 1, the contribution to (4.3) coming from diagonal terms, namely,
N |Lz | plog zq
2
z2
! Nz´1 log z,
is dominated by the term Nz´α and so can be dropped. This yields the bound
QupM,N ; sq ! Nz´α ` log z ` plog zq
2
z2
W, (4.4)
which is a slightly simplified version of [12, Equation (6.4)].
Turning to the estimation ofW , we now writeW “ U ` V , where
U “
ÿ
ℓ,pPLz, ℓ‰p
P`pℓ´1q“P`pp´1q
M`Nÿ
n“M`1
ˆ
supnq
ℓp
˙
,
V “
ÿ
ℓ,pPLz
P`pℓ´1q‰P`pp´1q
M`Nÿ
n“M`1
ˆ
supnq
ℓp
˙
.
To estimate U , we use the trivial bound N on each inner sum, deriving that
U ď N
ÿ
ℓ,pPLz
P`pℓ´1q“P`pp´1q
1 ď N
ÿ
rězα
ÿ
ℓ,pPLz
ℓ”p”1 mod r
1 ! N
ÿ
rězα
z2
r2
! Nz2´α. (4.5)
To estimate V , we first observe that the inequality τppgq ě P`pp ´ 1q ě pα
implies (since α ą 1
2
) that P`pp´ 1q | τppgq for every p P Lz.
Fix a pair pℓ, pq P LzˆLz with P`pℓ´ 1q ‰ P`pp´ 1q, and put
h “ gcd pτℓpgq, τppgqq and λ “ gh.
It is easy to check that λ satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3.4 with
τℓpλq “ τℓpgq{h ě P`pℓ´ 1q and τppλq “ τppgq{h ě P`pp´ 1q.
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Furthermore, taking K “ tN{hu we obtain that
M`Nÿ
n“M`1
ˆ
supnq
ℓp
˙
“
ˆ
s
ℓp
˙ hÿ
j“1
Kÿ
k“1
ˆ
upM ` kh ` jq
ℓp
˙
`Ophq
“
ˆ
s
ℓp
˙ hÿ
j“1
Kÿ
k“1
ˆ
fpgM`jλkq
ℓp
˙
`Ophq.
Applying Lemma 3.4, we derive that
M`Nÿ
n“M`1
ˆ
supnq
ℓp
˙
! h
ˆ
Kpℓpq1{2
τℓppλq ` pℓpq
1{2 logpℓpq
˙
` h
! Npℓpq
1{2
τℓppλq ` hpℓpq
1{2 logpℓpq.
(4.6)
Hence
M`Nÿ
n“M`1
ˆ
supnq
ℓp
˙
! Npℓpq
1{2
P`pℓ´ 1qP`pp´ 1q ` hpℓpq
1{2 logpℓpq
! Nz1´2α ` hz log z.
Since
h “ gcdpτℓpgq, τppgqq ď gcdpℓ´ 1, p´ 1q,
we have therefore shown that
M`Nÿ
n“M`1
ˆ
supnq
ℓp
˙
! Nz1´2α ` gcdpℓ´ 1, p´ 1qz log z. (4.7)
Combining the bound (4.7) with the definition of V , we have
V ! Nz3´2αplog zq´2 ` Tz log z,
where
T “
ÿ
ℓ,pPLz
P`pℓ´1q‰P`pp´1q
gcdpℓ´ 1, p´ 1q.
For each pair pℓ, pq in this sum, the primes ℓ0 “ P`pℓ ´ 1q and p0 “ P`pp ´ 1q
are distinct and satisfymintℓ0, p0u ě zα. Writing ℓ´1 “ ℓ0m0 and p´1 “ p0n0,
it follows that
gcdpℓ´ 1, p´ 1q ď mintm0, n0u ď Cz1´α. (4.8)
Thus, using Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 we have
T !
ÿ
mďCz1´α
m
ÿ
p,ℓPLz
ℓ”1 mod m
p”1 mod m
1 !
ÿ
mďCz1´α
m
ˆ
z
ϕpmq log z
˙2
! z2plog zq´1. (4.9)
Thus,
V ! Nz3´2αplog zq´2 ` z3. (4.10)
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Comparing (4.5) and (4.10), we see that the bound for V always dominates
(since α ă 1); hence, asW “ U ` V we have
W ! Nz3´2αplog zq´2 ` z3.
Inserting this bound into (4.4) and removing negligible terms, it follows that
QupM,N ; sq ! Nz1´2α ` zplog zq2.
Choosing z “ N1{p2αqplogNq´1{α we obtain the stated result.
4.2. Proof of Theorem 1.2. We proceed as in the proof of Theorem 1.1. In
particular, since the sets Ns,z are disjoint, using (4.1) and (4.2) we derive the
following analogue of (4.3):
QupM,N ;Sq ! Nz´α ` log z ` plog zq
2
z2
ÿ
sďS
s sqfree
M`Nÿ
n“M`1
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ÿ
ℓPLz
ˆ
supnq
ℓ
˙ˇˇˇˇˇ2 .
Thus, extending the summation to all integer s P r1, Ss, we obtain the following
analogue of (4.4):
QupM,N ;Sq ! Nz´α ` log z ` plog zq
2
z2
W . (4.11)
Here, W “ U ` V with
U “
ÿ
ℓ,pPLz, ℓ‰p
P`pℓ´1q“P`pp´1q
ÿ
sďS
M`Nÿ
n“M`1
ˆ
supnq
ℓp
˙
,
V “
ÿ
ℓ,pPLz
P`pℓ´1q‰P`pp´1q
ÿ
sďS
M`Nÿ
n“M`1
ˆ
supnq
ℓp
˙
.
We bound U trivially as in the proof of Theorem 1.1:
U ! SNz2´α. (4.12)
Next, we estimate V . Using (4.7) we have
V ď
ÿ
ℓ,pPLz
P`pℓ´1q‰P`pp´1q
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇÿ
sďS
ˆ
s
ℓp
˙ˇˇˇˇˇ ¨
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ M`Nÿ
n“M`1
ˆ
upnq
ℓp
˙ˇˇˇˇˇ
! Nz1´2αV1 ` z1`op1qV2 pz Ñ8q,
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where
V1 “
ÿ
ℓ,pPLz
P`pℓ´1q‰P`pp´1q
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇÿ
sďS
ˆ
s
ℓp
˙ˇˇˇˇˇ ,
V2 “
ÿ
ℓ,pPLz
P`pℓ´1q‰P`pp´1q
gcdpℓ´ 1, p´ 1q ¨
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇÿ
sďS
ˆ
s
ℓp
˙ˇˇˇˇˇ .
To bound V1 we apply the Cauchy inequality and Lemma 3.5, deriving that
V1 ď
b
z2`op1q ¨ Spz2 ` SqpSz2qop1q “ pS1{2z2 ` SzqpSzqop1q pz Ñ8q. (4.14)
For V2 we bound the sum over s trivially as OpSq and use (4.9), obtaining
V2 ď Sz2`op1q pz Ñ8q. (4.15)
Inserting the bounds (4.14) and (4.15) into (4.13) we have
V ď `S1{2Nz3´2α ` SNz2´2α ` Sz3˘ pSzqop1q pz Ñ8q. (4.16)
The right side of (4.12) dominates the second term on the right side of (4.16);
hence, as W “ U ` V , we have
W ď `S1{2Nz3´2α ` SNz2´α ` Sz3˘ pSzqop1q pz Ñ 8q.
After inserting this bound in (4.11) we derive that
QupM,N ;Sq ď
`
Sz ` S1{2Nz1´2α ` SNz´α˘ pSzqop1q pz Ñ8q (4.17)
(here we have changed the order of terms to make (4.17) readily available for
an application of Lemma 2.1 with J “ 1 and K “ 2). Noting that (4.17) is
trivial for z ď logN , we now apply Lemma 2.1 with z1 “ logN and with a very
large value of z2 (for example z2 “ pSNq100) so that the single sums are always
dominated by the double sum. Since z Ñ8 as N Ñ8, this yields the bound
QupM,N ;Sq ď pT11 ` T12q pSNqop1q pN Ñ8q,
where
T11 “
`
S2α´1pS1{2Nq˘1{p2αq “ S1´1{p4αqN1{p2αq,
T12 “ pSαpSNqq1{p1`αq “ SN1{p1`αq.
We also remark that for S ą N the result is trivial, so we can replace pSNqop1q
with Nop1q, and the proof is complete.
4.3. Proof of Theorem 1.3. We proceed as in the proof of Theorem 1.2, but
we estimate the sum V2 in a different way. To simplify the notation, we now
denote gpℓ, pq “ gcdpℓ´ 1, p´ 1q for all ℓ, p P Lz. As in (4.8) we have the bound
gpℓ, pq ď Cz1´α `ℓ, p P Lz, P`pℓ´ 1q ‰ P`pp´ 1q˘ .
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Hence, setting J “ rlogpCz1´αqs we have
V2 ď
Jÿ
ν“0
ÿ
ℓ,pPLz, ℓ‰p
eνăgpℓ,pqďeν`1
gpℓ, pq
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ÿ
sďS
s sqfree
ˆ
s
ℓp
˙ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
ˇ !
Jÿ
ν“0
eνV2,ν , (4.18)
where
V2,ν “
ÿ
ℓ,pPLz, ℓ‰p
gpℓ,pqąeν
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇÿ
sďS
ˆ
s
ℓp
˙ˇˇˇˇˇ .
Trivially, ÿ
ℓ,pPLz
gpℓ,pqąeν
1 ď
ÿ
mąeν
ÿ
ℓ,pPLz
ℓ”1 mod m
p”1 mod m
1 !
ÿ
mąeν
pz{mq2 ! z2e´ν .
Hence, using the Cauchy inequality and Lemma 3.5 we see that
V
2
2,ν ! z2e´ν
ÿ
ℓ,pPLz
ℓ‰p
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇÿ
sďS
ˆ
s
ℓp
˙ˇˇˇˇˇ2 ď z2e´ν ¨ pSz2 ` S2qpSzqop1q pz Ñ8q,
and therefore
V2,ν ď e´ν{2pS1{2z2 ` SzqpSzqop1q pz Ñ8q.
Substitution in (4.18) gives
V2 ď eJ{2pS1{2z2 ` SzqpSzqop1q ! z1{2´α{2pS1{2z2 ` SzqpSzqop1q. (4.19)
Inserting the bounds (4.14) and (4.19) into (4.13) we derive that
V ď `S1{2Nz3´2α ` SNz2´2α ` S1{2z7{2´α{2 ` Sz5{2´α{2˘ pSzqop1q. (4.20)
The right side of (4.12) dominates the second term in the bound (4.20); hence,
recalling that W “ U ` V , we see that
W ď `S1{2Nz3´2α ` SNz2´α ` S1{2z7{2´α{2 ` Sz5{2´α{2˘ pSzqop1q.
Inserting this bound into (4.11) we find that
QupM,N ;Sq ď
`
S1{2z3{2´α{2 ` Sz1{2´α{2 ` SNz´α ` S1{2Nz1´2α˘ pSzqop1q
(4.21)
as z Ñ 8 (we have rearranged terms to make (4.21) readily available for an
application of Lemma 2.1 with J “ K “ 2).
As in the proof of Theorem 1.3, we note that (4.21) is trivial for z ď logN .
We now apply Lemma 2.1 with z1 “ logN , and a very large value of z2, say
z2 “ pSNq100, so that the single sums are dominated by the double sum. This
gives
QupM,N ;Sq ď pT11 ` T12 ` T21 ` T22q pSNqop1q pN Ñ8q, (4.22)
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where
T11 “
`pS1{2qαpSNqp3´αq{2˘2{p3`αq “ S3{p3`αqN p3´αq{p3`αq,
T12 “
`pS1{2q2α´1pS1{2Nqp3´αq{2˘2{p1`3αq “ S1{2N p3´αq{p1`3αq,
T21 “
`
SαpSNqp1´αq{2˘2{p1`αq “ SN p1´αq{p1`αq,
T22 “
`
S2α´1pS1{2Nq˘2{p3α´1q “ Sp7α´3q{p6α´2qN p1´αq{p3α´1q.
Denoting
ϑ “ p1´ αq
2p1` 3αq
p1` α2qp3α ´ 1q ,
it is straightforward to check that ϑ P p0, 1q for any α P p1
2
, 1q, and also
1´ ϑ
2
“ ´3` 5α ` 3α
2 ` 3α3
p6α´ 2qp1` α2q ě
7α´ 3
6α´ 2 .
Thus,
T22 ď S1´ϑ{2N p1´αq{p3α´1q “ T ϑ12T 1´ϑ21 ď maxtT12, T21u.
Hence, the term T22 can be omitted from (4.22).
Elementary calculations reveal that the inequality T21 ě T11 cannot hold
unless S ě N (in fact, S ě N4{p1`αq), in which case T11 ě N p6´αq{p3`αq ě N ; but
then our stated bound (1.9) is weaker than the trivial boundQupM,N ;Sq ď N .
Consequently, we can assume T21 ď T11, and so the term T21 can be omitted
from (4.22). Since we can also assume that S ď N we can replace pSNqop1q with
Nop1q in (4.22), and this completes the proof.
4.4. Proof of Theorem 1.5. We proceed as in the proof of Theorem 1.2, but in
place of Lz we use the set ĂLz consisting of primes ℓ P rz, Czs for which
τℓpgq ě ℓ{ log ℓ and P`pℓ´ 1q ě zα.
By Corollary 2.5, we can assume that
ˇˇˇ ĂLz ˇˇˇ ě cz{ log z. Another difference is
that we estimate the sums over s directly via Lemma 3.6.
Thus, instead of the bound (4.12) we obtain
U ď S1{2Nz2´α`op1q pz Ñ8q.
Next, we estimate V . First we apply Lemma 3.6 and derive
V ď S1{2zop1q
ÿ
ℓ,pP ĂLz
P`pℓ´1q‰P`pp´1q
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ M`Nÿ
n“M`1
ˆ
upnq
ℓp
˙ˇˇˇˇˇ pz Ñ8q.
Using the equation
τℓppλq “ τℓpgqτppgq
h2
,
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where (as in the proof of of Theorem 1.1)
h “ gcd pτℓpgq, τppgqq ď gcd pℓ´ 1, p´ 1q ,
and bearing in mind our choice of ĂLz, we can rewrite (4.6) as
M`Nÿ
n“M`1
ˆ
supnq
ℓp
˙
! Npℓpq
1{2
τℓppλq ` hpℓpq
1{2 logpℓpq
! Npℓpq
1{2h2
τℓpgqτppgq ` hpℓpq
1{2 logpℓpq
“ Nz´1`op1q gcd pℓ´ 1, p´ 1q2 ` z1`op1q gcd pℓ´ 1, p´ 1q .
Hence, we obtain
V ď S1{2 `NQz´1`op1q ` Tz1`op1q˘ , (4.23)
where
Q “
ÿ
ℓ,pP ĂLz
P`pℓ´1q‰P`pp´1q
gcd pℓ ´ 1, p´ 1q2
T “
ÿ
ℓ,pP ĂLz
P`pℓ´1q‰P`pp´1q
gcdpℓ´ 1, p´ 1q.
Clearly, we can still use (4.8) with ℓ, p P ĂLz with P`pℓ ´ 1q ‰ P`pp ´ 1q, and
we have (4.9) as before. Also,
Q !
ÿ
mďCz1´α
m2
ÿ
p,ℓPLz
ℓ”1 mod m
p”1 mod m
1 !
ÿ
mďCz1´α
m2
´ z
m
¯2
! z3´α. (4.24)
Substituting (4.9) and (4.24) in (4.23), we obtain that
V ! S1{2 `Nz2´α`op1q ` z3`op1q˘ .
Hence
QupM,N ;Sq ! Nz´α ` S1{2Nz´α`op1q ` S1{2z1`op1q
! S1{2Nz´α`op1q ` S1{2z1`op1q.
Taking z “ N1{p1`αq to balance the two terms, we conclude the proof.
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